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HAIR-DRESSING EXTRAORDINARY. 

RAVELLERS have de- 
scribed the curious 

and fantastic modes 

of dressing the hair 

adopted by 
the natives of 
Africa. Some 
of them were 

= very singu- 
= lar. At Lon- 

a ae da the fa- 
shions of the natives reminded Livingstone 
of the ancient Egyptians. Some of the ladies 

adopt thecurious custom of attaching the hair 

to a hoop which encircles the head, giving 

it somewhat the appearance of the glory 

round the head of the Virgin. The hair 

is taken in single locks, stretched out to 

its greatest length, and fastened by the 

ends to the hoop which is held in 

place by strong wires, and its edge 

ornamented with shells. By means 

of gum-arabic and ashes the hair is 

retained in a variety of odd shapes till © 
after some years it keeps the desired 

shape of itself. Sometimes it is like 

a cock’s comb, and sometimes like a 

fan. One will have his hair done up 

in rolls over the head like ridges on 

a melon, while another trains his to 

stand out like the rays of the-sun, 

as usually represented in pictures. 

Others wear an ornament of woven 

hair and hide adorned with beads, 

-and some weave it into the form of 

buffalo horns. Among the Obbos, 

when a man’s relative dies, his suc- 

cessor cuts off his hair and adds it to 

his own, so that their wigs sometimes 

attain a huge size. Some plaita fillet 

two inches wide, of the inner bark of 

trees, shave the wool off the lower 

part of the head to an inch above the 

ear, tie this fillet on, having rubbed 

it and the wool which is left with red 

.     
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ochre mixed in oil. It gives them the 
appearance of having on a neat forage cap. 

The Gallas dress up their heads in very 

fantastic fashions; sometimes shaving off 
the hair in the front, but leaving it on the 
crown, and plaiting that down in a circular 
plait, or training it into the form of a flat- 
crowned cap. 

But most of the elaborate hair-dressing 
is on the heads of the men. The women 
frequently wear’ their hair in the simplest 
manner, perhaps for the reason that the 

wife does the cooking, cultivates the land, 
adorns the body of her husband with paint, 

tattoes him in wonderful patterns, and dresses 
his hair, which must be pretty well enough 
to keep her time fully occupied. 

 


